GROOVE is a tool for the automatic generation of graph transition systems from graph grammars. In this type of tool, both memory and time performance are of prime importance. In this paper we discuss the implementation techniques used for optimising the tool in this regard, and we list possible future improvements.
Introduction
The tool reported in this paper is being developed in a project, called GROOVE (Graphs for Object-Oriented Verification), which aims to use graph-based modelling as a basis for the specification and verification of (especially) software systems. The verification approach being pursued is model checking of graph transition systems (GTSs) generated by graph grammars. GTSs are state/transition systems in which the states are graphs and the transitions are derivations from the graph production rules.
Model checking generally involves two main steps: generating and storing the state space, and checking temporal properties over the state space. Although there is potential benefit in doing these steps in combination, here we concentrate on the first. It should, however, be noted that in the context of graph transition systems there are quite important open issues in the second issue, in particular the fact that temporal propositional logic is not strong enough to express properties regarding the identity of nodes, such as "this particular node will never be deleted;" one has to move to a stronger logic for this, which means that fundamental questions about model checking have to be reconsidered. As we will see (Section 4), by varying the state space exploration strategy one can already check a limited set of temporal properties, namely those that can be expressed as state invariants or state-based reachability properties.
Since, to some degree, the possible implementation techniques are determined by the formal definitions of graphs and transformations, we briefly review the graph transformation approach chosen in GROOVE. Figure 1 gives an overview of the (planned) GROOVE tool set. Rectangles represent tool components or processes and ellipses represent the data being processed. The shaded components have yet to be implemented. We discuss the functionality of the various (existing and planned) components.
Tool chain
• The editor component is a graph editor in which graphs and production rules can be constructed visually. This is convenient for constructing small examples; moreover, since the editor can also be used to modify existing graphs and rules, it can also be used for experimentation purposes.
• The generator component is the heart of the current tool. It takes a rule system and start graph and explores the resulting graph transition system, by recursively computing all rule applications and identifying the reachable graphs up to isomorphism. The exploration may in some cases stop before the state space has been searched exhaustively; see Section 4. The output of the generator is the (explored fragment of the) graph transition system, in the form of a graph of which the nodes correspond to state graphs and the edges to rule applications.
• The simulator component is essentially a GUI upon the generator; it offers the additional functionality of walking through the state space step-by-step, trying out rule applications and visualising the resulting graphs. Furthermore, the simulator can save selected state graphs, besides the graph transition system.
• The planned encoder components serve to construct graph production rules from various sources. For instance, the state properties in the figure refer to invariants and bounding properties that can be formulated as graph embeddings (see Section 4). With semantic rules we mean the operational semantics of some specification formalism or programming languages; the idea is that such rules can be encoded in a fixed set of language-dependent but program-independent graph production rules, which then only have to be complemented with a specific start graph or possibly some additional program-dependent rules in order to analyze a particular program.
• The planned compiler components are intended to build graphs from individual specifications or programs. These graphs can then serve as start graphs in a rule system that reflects the semantics of the specification formalism or the programming language (see above). As a proof-of-concept, such compilers have been built for fragments of Java [13, 11] and Java Bytecode [2] . • The planned verifier component is a model checker for temporal properties. The logic we plan to support is a mixture of predicate (rather than propositional) logic and temporal operators, extending LTL as used in, e.g., SPIN [10] . See [16] for a first proposal. The verdict will either be "pass" if the verifier decides that a property holds, or a counter-example otherwise.
The tool set is implemented in Java, and currently consists of 11 packages, comprising some 300 classes and 50,000 lines of code. The choice of Java as a programming language, although certainly beneficial for a research prototype, has some unavoidable consequences on performance, as we will discuss in the next section.
Implementation techniques
In this section we describe the techniques we have employed to improve the time and space performance. We illustrate the effect of these techniques on the basis of some case studies carried out in [18] . Figure 2 contains the overall data of these cases, as reported there. 2 Briefly, append models a concurrent append operation, in this case called four times concurrently upon a list of length 8; phil models a system of 10 dining philosophers; and mutex models the mutual exclusion algorithm of [9] , bounded to three processes and two resources.
Time consumption
The state space exploration as implemented in GROOVE can be divided into the following three phases: computing rule matchings, applying rules, and performing isomorphism checks. We discuss each of these phases in some detail.
Computing rule matchings. The problem of graph matching is well-known to be NP-complete in the size of the graph to be matched, which in this case is the left hand side of the graph production rules. Fortunately, left hand sides are typically small, at least compared to the graphs under transformation. The complexity is worsened by negative application conditions (which fortunately are typically also small) and by regular expressions occurring on transition labels (see Section 1). Finally, obviously the complexity is linear in the number of transformation rules. Currently we have undertaken very little effort to optimise the rule matching phase; for future improvements we hope to benefit from the experience gained in other graph transformation tools. In particular, the following seem worth pursuing:
• Confluence issues. If two rule matches are parallel independent, then each of them can immediately be carried over to the state reached by applying the other rule; as a result, in that next state the matching phase can be simplified. In fact, in each new state one would only have to search for matchings involving newly generated nodes or transitions. (A similar strategy is implemented in GReAT [1] .) In the presence of negative conditions, however, parallel independence is itself not trivial to check. There we hope to apply a technique such as described in [22] , who actually also store failed matches if the failure is due to the violation of a NAC; these failed matches are checked again in the next state to see if the violation is still there.
• Control issues. In the kind of applications that GROOVE is targeted for, viz. software verification, graph matching is arguably less complex than in general. This in itself is due to two reasons: the graphs under transformation will tend to be deterministic (i.e., have at most one outgoing edge for each edge label), since they model concrete memory structures; and the potential matches are sharply defined by the "locus of control" of the system being modelled -typically, the reference object for a process. It therefore may be worthwhile to allow classes of rules to specify (to some degree) their own matching strategy. If, for instance, a given rule applies if and only if program counter has a given value, then a match can possibly be found very efficiently.
Rule application. Constructing the derivation is a relatively simple matter of copying and modifying the start graph according to the rule by adding, removing and merging nodes and edges as required. Subsequently both the target state and the transition are coded in a more space optimised representation (see below).
Isomorphism check. An important step in the state space generation is to match each newly generated states to the existing ones up to isomorphism. Like graph matching, this is computationally expensive: the precise complexity class of graph isomorphism is unknown but thought to be strictly between P and NP -al- Figure 2 though, as for matching, the problem becomes easier when the graphs' outdegree is bounded. To make matters worse, in contrast to matching, the graphs we need to compare are the full states and hence tend to be large. Furthermore, this phase is quadratic in the number of states.
Fortunately there are approximations that turn out to do well in practice. Most importantly, we can "over-approximate" isomorphism by computing so-called graph certificates, which are neccessary predictors for isomorphism; that is, two certificates are equal if, but not only if, the corresponding graphs are isomorphic. A graph certificate in GROOVE is the sum of all node certificates; a node certificate is computed recursively, as a function of the certificates of the neighbouring nodes and the edge labels used to reach them, iterated until the number of node partitions (i.e., sets of nodes with the same certificate) stabilizes. The construction of the graph certificate as a sum of node certificates has an added advantage: if two graphs have equal certificates then we can already construct a relation within which any isomorphism, if it exists, must lie: viz. by pairing off nodes with the same certificate.
It would be very useful to have, in addition, a good sufficient predictor for isomorphism; in other words, an "under-approximation". For this purpose, we are currently using simple equality: if two graphs are equal, i.e., have equal sets of nodes and edges, then they are trivially isomorphic, under the identity.
In Figure 4 we have gathered some statistics regarding the quality of the approximation, based on the cases in Figure 2 . The "certified equal" row lists the number of certificate comparisons done in the course of the state space generation that yield "true". Only in this case do we need to go on with other checks. The second row lists the number of cases in which the graphs were indeed isomorphic, and the third row the number of cases in which they were even equal. We have expressed the accuracy as the ratio of the number of isomorphic pairs to the number of certified equal pairs, resp. the number of equal pairs to the number of isomorphic pairs.
Evaluation.
In [18] we have seen that, on comparable examples, traditional model checking techniques outperforms GROOVE by a factor of 10 or more. We think that, for cases with little dynamic behaviour, there is no real hope of closing the gap entirely; the value of our approach lies in cases where the static nature of traditional model checking prevents it from modelling a given problem at all. Using the improvements described above, however, we think that close to a 50% time improvement is feasible, even while staying in Java. 
Space consumption
The memory space used to store the GTS during the generation process can be divided into three categories: memory used for states, for transitions, and for open states. An overview for the cases we are considering is given in Figure 5 .
States. Since states are graphs, storing them entails storing their nodes and edges. Programming in Java, we followed the natural approach by defining classes Node and Edge, and having graphs store references to them. Since we re-use the node and edge objects among graphs, the memory space almost entirely goes to storing references, of 4 bytes each. Rather than storing each state completely anew, we have chosen to store only changes or deltas between states, taking advantage of the fact that each individual delta, being the result of a production rule application, is of limited size; an idea which was proposed before by Mens [14] and has been thoroughly implemented in the GRAS database [12] . Thus, each state actually keeps a reference to its so-called basis, which is the graph with respect to which the delta is calculated, combined with arrays of added and removed elements (i.e., node and edge references). Furthermore, each state keeps a cache where, as long as the available space allows, the node and edge sets remain stored in a more space-but less timeconsuming representation; using classes from the java.lang.ref package, this is implemented in such a way that the garbage collector clears the caches whenever memory grows short. Finally, in order to ensure an upper bound to the time required for reconstructing a particular graph, from time to time we store the entire graph permanently (which we call freezing the graph). The criterion for when to freeze a graph is decided on the basis of the reconstruction depth of a state, defined as the sum of the length of the chain of graphs back to the last frozen graph, plus for each element of the chain the lengths of the arrays of added and removed elements.
Obviously, there is a time penalty associated with this storage technique, linear in the number of times that states have to be reconstructed from the deltas. In the state space generation process, this only ever happens during the isomorphism check, when two graphs are found to have the same certificate. It can therefore be expected to be more frequent as the number of isomorphic states grows.
The storage space needed for each state then amounts to 80 bytes fixed plus 4 bytes per stored (delta) element, with a breakdown as reported in Figure 5 . In addition, for the purpose of actually building the graph transition system, we need to collect the states that make up the graph transition system. For this purpose we use a Java HashMap from the certificates discussed in Section 3.1. The values in the map are either single graphs (if the certificate actually uniquely identifies a graph) or arrays of graphs with the same certificate. Each filled bucket in a HashMap takes 32 bytes and each unfilled bucket 4 bytes; each certificate key (encoded as an Integer) takes another 16 bytes. Assuming a load factor of 50% and a completely uniform distribution of states over certificates (which, as we have seen above, is not so unrealistic) we arrive at an average of 48 bytes per stored state.
Transitions.
Apart from the states, we also explicitly store the transitions. It should be remarked that for some purposes this is actually superfluous; for instance, when checking an invariant or reachability property. Such properties can be checked on individual states; no transition information is required to decide whether they are valid. On the other hand, if a violation is found, it is imperative to be able to give the trace leading up to the relevant state; for this purpose we must keep track of the transitions.
The minimal amount of information for each transition is obviously its source and target state, and the rule applied. However, rule application may well be nondeterministic in that a given rule applies in a given graph more than once; and it is even possible that these applications lead to exactly the same target state. Thus, it would seem that we want to be able to recall the matching as well as the derivation morphism. This, in turn, would give rise to a high memory cost per transition.
Fortunately we can do better than storing entire mappings. First of all, for the matching, it is sufficient to store only the images, provided we do so in a pre-defined order. The next insight, however, is that in order to characterise the transformation of a graph it is enough to know where something actually changes in that graph. For instance, if a rule only adds an edge, knowing the image of that edge's source and target nodes suffices to reproduce the effect of the transformation; the rest of the rule serves as a positive application condition.
3 Finally, given the matching (in this reduced form) the derivation morphism is uniquely defined up to automorphism of the target state, and so does not need to be stored at all.
The storage space needed for each transition then amounts to 40 bytes fixed (the transition object) plus 4 bytes per stored boundary image (the actual content).
Collecting the transitions of the transition system is similar to the states, although here we use a HashSet rather than a HashMap. The average overhead here comes down to 32 bytes per stored transition. Evaluation. Java is not optimised towards memory consumption. For instance, each object, including each array, uses 8 bytes to store its actual type, and moreover, object sizes are "rounded" up to a multiple of 8 bytes. Furthermore, in the current implementation we have not gone to any great lengths to use what little control the programmer has over memory consumption. We believe that, even within Java, it should be possible to save up to 25% of memory by optimising the choice of data types; in another programming language such as C it should even be possible to save more than 50%.
Exploration strategies
The state space generation as implemented in GROOVE consists of two layers. On the lowest layer, the crucial step is to close a single state, i.e., generate all outgoing transitions. The target states of those transitions that are new, even up to isomorphism, are added to the set of explorable states. The exploration of the complete state space is a matter of scheduling state closings. First of all there is the well-known distinction in depth-first and breadth-first exploration strategies, which we will not go into here.
A necessary criterion for explorability is that the state is open, but there are conditions under which open states are not considered explorable. We distinguish bounding conditions and halting conditions.
Bounding conditions are such that, when they are found to be satisfied in a given state, result in that state being declared non-explorable. In other words, satisfaction of a bounding condition cuts off exploration locally at the state where it occurs. Examples are: the depth of exploration, the applicability or nonapplicability of a given rule, or a combination of those. Bounding conditions are typically used either to check global reachability conditions (reachability of a condition along all paths) or to limit the state space to a finite fragment. For instance, in the mutex case reported in Figure 2 we have used a bounding condition for the latter purpose.
Halting conditions are such that, when they are found to be satisfied, result in all states henceforth being declared non-explorable. In other words, satisfac-tion of a halting condition cuts off exploration globally. Examples are the (non-)applicability of a given rule. Halting conditions are typically either state invariants or local reachability conditions (reachability along some path).
It follows that, even without having a verifier in the sense of Figure 1 , we can already check some properties, namely those that can be expressed as reachability or invariant properties. As reported in [18] , in the experiments used in this paper we have in fact included invariants in this way.
Conclusion
We have analyzed the time and space performance of GROOVE and given an overview of the techniques used (in the current version, 0.2.4) to achieve these results. The issues we have concentrated on in the implementation are to some degree independent of the strengths of other graph transformation tools, so that there is a realistic hope that further improvements can be made by additionally re-using existing techniques. We have shown in [18] that (depending on the system modelled) GROOVE has equal or better space performance than SPIN, but time performance that is an order of magnitude worse. We conjecture that, by re-using algorithms and techniques for, e.g., confluence detection, we can speed up the tool by a factor of 50% and, by optimizing internal data structures, save 25% to 50% on memory consumption.
